
S1 Wk 5 Bees Thursday 12.5.21

Subject Learning objective Main teaching Activity Resources Vocabulary

English
to organise writing
into paragraphs

Use smart notebook.  Introduce changes of TiPToP for paragraphing.  Find
where paragraphs should go in text.  Watch video. Write brief story using
paragraphs to organise effectively.

example text paragraphing

Maths LO to tell the time to the
hour and half past, quarter
to and past, five minutes,
exact minute and draw the
hands on a clock face

Use the appropriate ‘Diving into Mastery’ sheets depending on where you are,
e.g. telling time to the O’clock, half past, quarter to and past, 5 mins, exact
minute

Diving into mastery sheets

Art to use coiling, sculpting
techniques to make clay
canopic jars

Use smart notebook.  USe clay to follow instructions to make clay canopic jar
from design.

Notebook
Canopic jar design sheet
clay
tools

canopic jar
coiling

Friday 13.5.21

Subject Learning objective Main teaching Activity Resources Vocabulary

English
To use subordinating
and coordinating
conjunctions to
extend my sentences

Use smart notebook.  Identify subordination (using although, etc) and
co-ordination (using FANBOYS ).
Write sentences using subordinating and co-ordinating conjunctions.

Subordinating conjunctions mat
Coordinating conjunctions mat

subordination
coordinating
conjunction

Maths LO to tell the time to the
hour and half past, quarter
to and past, five minutes,
exact minute and draw the
hands on a clock face

USe the appropriate ‘Diving into Mastery’ sheets depending on where you are,
e.g. telling time to the O’clock, half past, quarter to and past, 5 mins, exact
minute

Diving into mastery sheets

History to use evidence to answer
historical questions about the
building of the pyramids

Watch clip from beginning of ‘The Prince of Egypt’ film to initiate discussion about the
view of the pyramid builders being slaves.  Look at the clues on the sheet and put them
on the balance whether they support the idea that slaves or not built the pyramids.  Read
the final slide giving the answer and discuss.

Egyptians smart notebook
Sheet of clues


